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DEWAR'S observation' that lpaleic enhydride reacts with ieoprene seventy-one 

timea faster than acrolein in anisol eolution at 100' adde a potentially 

useful punctilio to the body of qrrtrlitatlve and qaantitative evidence which 

long einoe ehowed that maleio anhydride ie an exceptionally 

participant in the Diele-Alder reaction. 2~3,495 

But the obrervation ir fsr from providing "very strong 

one-step mechanism for the Dielr-Alder reaction, proaeedlng 

peeudo-aromatic transition state". Fortunately, recourse to 

reactive 

evidenae for the 

through a oyclio 

subtle theoretical 

analysis of the question is unnecessary, einae maleic 8nhydrlde ia well known 

to be exceptionally reactive in numerow reactions which clearly involve 

initial attack upon one terminus of its double bond.6 Of particular relevance 
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20 The nteohanlam of the Diels-Alder reaction 

ia the feot that in oopolymerization experiments a terminal stsrsl radioal 

rewts very muoh more readily with laaleio anhHride than with ang other 

monomer yet studied (including, for example, methylvinylketone, aorylonitrile, 

and methyl aorylate).7'8 

We would hardly oavil at the essential distinction drawn in Dew's 

suocinot transliteration of a oentral point made in our paper on the 

mechanism of the Diels-Alder reaotlonr 9 

"In the transition state for their isomerisation, the dlene 
and dienophil are linked by a full bond. In the transition 
state for their Mels-Alder mechsnism, the components are 
linked by a partial bond. The two trsnsitlon atatee are quite 
dissimilar. It might be added that If they were not dissimilar, 
then the rearrangement observed byWocdue+rd and=5 oould 
not oocur; for the transition state could equally well 
disrooiate into two mslecules of dlene." 

There relneins the sssertlon, unadorned by expeximent or arpmentr 

W.noe the transition state for the rearraxwement observed by 
Wcodward end Katm is neoermrily different to the transition 
state for the Melsdlder reaotion, the two motions are 
unrelated and no conclusions oonoernlng the mechanism of one 
can be drawn from that of the other." 

We oan only regard as bizarre, that view which holds that a process involving 

the oleavage of one bond of a moleoule is unrelated to a prooess which 

involves the breaking of that same bond and one other. In our work it was 

established experimentally beyond question that the olearege of one of the 

two bonds which must be broken in a parti& instance of the reverse 
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The medmniem of the Mele-Alder reaotion 21 

Mele-Alder reaotion Is not concerted with the breaking of the other. This 

demonetration provides 8 neaesemy faatual basis, not hitherto acceeelble 

either from theory or experiment, for our unepmetrioal mechanism. 


